Highlight: Unique bowls of light – delicate, classy,
handcrafted!
(thk) Inimitably. Illuminating. Exclusive.
These are the luxurious lightbowls by
Gunda Loch. Due to their distinctive
and irregularly jagged frame, they are
reminiscent of ostrich egg-halfs and
they are made out of clay. The novelty
of these exclusive pieces is their sheer
and extremely delicate design, with a
material thickness of only one to two
millimeters! The artist, who resides in
the Stuttgart area, has perfected this
sophisticated production technique
since 1976. “My intentions were”, she
tells, “to manipulate and process the
material clay, as you wouldn’t expect –
sheer, translucent, comparable to
delicate china.”
Two basic variations of the lightbobeches are offered: Metallic-black
(edition “Night”, matte) or craqueléewhite (edition “Day”, glossy); the inside
is either golden or silver. The
manufacturing and creation process
consists of several steps and is very
time-consuming. After the blank
objects come out of the oven, they are
glazed with the respective color on the
outside. After they are again fired and
burnt at 1100 degree Celsuis, they are
gold-plated (Type “Aurum”) or silverplated (Type: “Argentum”) on the inside
with impact metal and coated with
clear lacquer several times.
In metallic-black/gold and craqueléewhite/silver, both variations of the
bobeches come to life when a tea light
is placed in their center. This wellnessobject exudes a discreet shimmer
which translates into a mood-

lightening, elegant and calming
atmosphere. Placed in a key position,
this premium vessel proves to be a
highlight in any room, providing a
visual
accent
and
creating
a
particularly
charming
ambience.
Obviously, an eye-catcher like this
guarantees sophisticated and precious
“enlightenment”.
Because every single bowl of light is
handmade, each is a unique object.
The nuances of these are always
different and therefore do not resemble
anonymous mass-products in color or
style!
The delicate, but firm unique objects
are available with different diameters:
12 to 13 centimeters (M) and 18 to 19
centimeters (L). The price, including
tea light, depending on size and work,
is 94 Euro (“Night”, M), 99 Euro (“Day”,
M), 129 Euro (“Night”, L) and 134 Euro
(“Day”, L). These prices are subject to
expenditure-depending packaging and
insured shipping costs (e.g. a minimum
of 9,90 Euro will be charged for innerGerman shippings. Shipping costs for
other countries can be assessed on
request). The miniature-bobeches in
size S (diameters: 8-9 cm) are
available as a bonus exclusively when
buying the respective Set (282 Euro/
metallic-black or 297 Euro/craqueléewhite). Sporadically, we offer different,
limited editions. Information and
supply: Phone: +49 (0)7031.8196883,
www.lights-deluxe.com.
Reprint free of charge!

